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DARI Motion Health is a revolutionary biomechanical analysis technology harnessing the power 
of markerless motion capture and sophisticated cloud-based analytics to transform human 
movement. Using DARI, you can use objective movement data to proactively help your players 
optimize performance, avoid injury, and streamline recovery. 

Optimize Performance   
• DARI is focused on creating solutions to capture all forces, 
angles and velocities generated in baseball-specific motions, 
and more. 
• By identifying movement asymmetries that impede peak 
performance, DARI helps you unlock a player’s full potential. 

Assess Risks, Reduce Injuries  
• In a five-minute scanning session, DARI Motion Health identifies musculoskeletal asymmetries 
and poor movement patterns that indicate a greater risk for future soft tissue injuries. 
• DARI’s targeted, actionable reporting makes it easy for you to suggest corrective activities that 
assist with player health.  

Streamline Injury Recovery with Objective Data  
• Use DARI to establish a pre-injury baseline on your players and then objectively assess their 
post-injury rehabilitation progress—using their own movement as a reference. 
• Enhance player experience and improve compliance by providing objective progress data 
that shows them exactly where they are on the road to recovery.
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The DARI Difference

Freedom from Constraints
DARI is the first system ever to 
provide full body kinematics and 
kinetics without time-consuming 
markers or force plates, allowing 
you to scan up to 50 players per 
day with a single system. 

Action Data Immediately
DARI’s powerful cloud processing 
delivers data in easy-to-read 
reports just seconds after an 
assessment, allowing you to work 
with players as soon as they step 
out of the capture space. 

Track Over Time
DARI’s markerless motion capture 
system is accurate to the 
millimeter between sessions—far 
better than any other motion 
capture platform on the market. 
That gives you the power to 
objectively track a player’s health 
and performance capacity over 
the course of a season.


